
Addendum 3 - Mickens Concession & Public Restrooms 
Mandatory Pre-Bid Meeting Questions and Answers 

 
1. Is there power/sewer/water on site? Yes, all services are on site. 

2. Is the elevation currently staked? There is one elevation nail in the power pole in the NW 

corner of the site at 77’. Reminder, FFE is to be 78’.  

3. Are there any liquidated damages associated with the project? No.  

4. What is the floor finish? Broom finish and sealed is acceptable.  

5. What is the roof pitch? 4/12 is acceptable. Reminder, the City anticipates a metal roof 

installation.  

6. Is a water heater required in the building? Yes. There will be limited need for hot water. 

Plumbing adjustments for hot water to the bathroom and concession area sink will need to be 

considered as well as electrical wiring to the water heater of choice. Water heater can be tank 

or tankless. 

7. Will there be trap primers in the floor drains? Non-mechanical trap primers will be required on 

the floor drains.  

8. Will the electrical boxes and conduit be surface mounted? Yes.  

9. Do the bathrooms require vent fans?  Yes.  

10. What type of hand dryers? The City does not have a preference for an electrical, wall mounted 

hand dryer.  

11. What type of door for concession window? Roll down door is acceptable.  

12. Can you clarify ceiling height and material? Paperless GWB ? Dropped ceiling is not required. 

Bidder may consider using a painted/sealed plywood alternative mounted to the trusses as an 

alternative solution.  

13. Can the electrical panel be moved to save on power run? Yes. Any cost saving solutions can be 

submitted as part of the bid package. Please include such measures as part of a narrative for 

consideration.  

14. Who is the power provider? TECO.  

15. Will there be additional power on site during construction? Yes.  

 

As a reminder: As part of lowest and most responsive bid approach, the City will consider any cost-

saving alternatives to the presented drawings as part of the bid package. Please provide a written 

description or narrative of the proposed changes to the drawings. The City will amend and approve 

the plans based on accepted changes prior to the permits being issued.   

 


